All-in-one software encoding and transcoding for efficient broadcast and OTT video delivery.

Flexible + Low latency + Cost-effective

The rapid transformation of consumer’s behavior in the past few years has changed the way how broadcasters think, deliver and monetize their services. Unfortunately, the workflows tend to be complicated, inflexible and costly.

IT IS TIME FOR CHANGE!

Software simplifies workflows.

And saves money.

Comprima combines the functionality of several devices into a single software.

As a result, the workflow is simplified, latency is reduced and expensive single-purpose hardware is needless.

82% Latency Reduction

80% Save on IT Infrastructure

60% Save on total cost of Encoding

Comprima Software + Hardware from Vendors

80% Speedup of encoding processes
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Live transcoder

Live Transcoder is a GPU-powered software for professional video encoding and transcoding.

It supports for direct compatibility with high-quality contribution formats (H.265/HEVC, H.264) and processes them into formats suitable for broadcast or OTT distribution (H.264, HEVC, H265).

Easy-to-scale software solution offers an exceptional video clarity in a very dense package (up to 70 FHPRED HEPS streams per 1 RU) and provides an extensive video, audio, and metadata processing capability.

SOFTWARE PROTECTS YOUR INVESTMENT.

Simple Scalability

Easy Integration

Multiple Deployment Options

Flexible Pricing

Contact us for more information:
sales@comprimato.com
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